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Abstracl: Bukovskyite, a recent weathering product of arsenopyrite, occurs in
medieval dumps at Kai'l!e, near KutUli Rora, Central Bohemia. It composes pale

, yelloWish-green to grayish-green microcrystalline aggregates of metacolloidal nature,
, similar to those of destineZite. Nodules of bllkovskyite that reach 30 em. in

maximum nimension are soft, nea)'ly powdery Oll the surf,lCc, with uneVen earthy
fracture. Streal;: Is yellowish-white. Bukovs!,)'ite readily decomposes in ReI. Density
is 2,334. Coloul'iess or yellowish needles with average dimensi(>Ds 0,5 >,. 0,007 mm.

" can be distinguiShed in microscope. The crystals have columnar habit, their symmetry
;: is probably monoclinic-prismatic. Refractive indices are W= 1,570-1,582, -( =

, = 1,626-1,631, extinction angle is 22°. The morphology and fabric of minutc
.. :crystals of bukovskyitc were studied by aid of electron microscope. Hecalculation of

foUl' chemical analyses leads to the formula Fe~+ (As04) (504) (OR) . 7 H 20 which
corresponds to the theoretical COlliposition Fe~Os 32,60 %, AS~05 23,46 %, S03
16,35 %, H,O 27,59 %. The water content slightly varies. Infrared spectra revealed
the absorption band of the (504)'- and (AS04)'- :mions, 01' crystal water and (OH)
groups. Thermogravimetric curves show two distinct weight losses. The first at
50-3.'>0 QC is caused by the loss of crystal water and probably also of the (On)
groups, then the diSSOciation of ferric sulphate and escape of $02 take place at
~30--760° C. The d. t. a. curve records these reactions as prOnounced endothermal
effects. Exothermal reactions at 600-660 °C are caused probably by crystallization
of cOlllplex oxysulphates and arsenates of iron. X-ray investigatioll ]ll'oved the
crystalline nature of !lllkovskYite. Strongest X-ray powder lines (in ...\); ~0,6 (10),
,.., 9,2 (10), 5,30 (6--8), 4,47 (6-9), 3,90 (7-0), :'1,59 (7---0). Bul,ovskyite can bc
regarded as arsenate analogue of destinezite. Both tllese minerals can be arranged
in a separate mineral group, together with sarmientitc which has a similar> chemical
composition as bukovsl,yite but different structure and crystal water percentage.
Pitticite is considered to be an X-ray amorphous colloidal analogu(', of bllkovskyite
and sal'lllientite. Bukovskyite was named in honour of l'rofessor A. Unkovsl,y who
analyzed this mineral already in 1914 .
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OCCURRENCE AND GENESIS

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL
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.. BUkovskyite eomposes nodular, pale yellowish-green to grayi:Sh-green
gregates whose shape resembles much lhat of destinezite (Photo 2).

·he nodules range from 5 up to 30 em. in size. Fracture is uneven, earthy,
.e microcrystalJine material is rather soft. The surface of !lome nodules

,Ieovered by a powdery coating, coloured in yellowish-white to yellowish-

',The old dumps at Kailk, near Kutna Bora. Central Bohemia, represent
e type locality of hukovskyite (Photo 1). Nodular aggregates of this
ineral are located in them usually about l-:~ m below their surface.
ukovskyite originates here as a weathering product of common SUlphides,

Fedominantly of arsenopyrite and pyrite. Unoxidized remnants of arseno
yrite that witness this mode of formation were observed in cores of some
,odules already by A. BUKOVSIC} (1915). The origin of bukovskyite is
~cent, the dumps arc estimated to be 400----600 years old. The nodular,
"icrocrystallille and metacolloidal character of the examined mineral
uggests that it crystallized from gel. Bukovskyite occurs mostly in the
~rthern part of the Kutna Hora ore district whose veins are rieh in
bmmon sulphides, particularly in arsenopyrite.

e was the first who analyzed the "poisonous earth of Kl1tna Bora"
.. BUlWVSId' 1901, 1915).
rAs to the preliminary proposal "arsendestinezite" by F. ULlUCH (1930),
e consider it to he unsuitahle from the nomenclatoric point of view. The
I'm "arsenian destinczite" should be restricted only to varieties of

estinezite with (P04)3-' still pl'evailing over (Aso~)a... In bukovskyite
osphorus is almost completely substituted by arsenic. The othcr obsoll-:1e

lames aI·e either incorrect ("arsenite", "arsenic") or incompatible with the
~esent rules of the mineralogical nomenclature ("the poisonous earth
.f Kutna Hora" etc.). Only two minerals are chemically related to bukov
,yile among the well-defined species: pitticite and sarmientite. As will

f shown below, the properties of both these minerals evidently differ
,om those of bukovskyite.
': Specimens of bukovskyite arc deposited in the collection of the Depart
ent of :Mineralogy, Geochemistry and Crystallography, Charles Univers~

'y, Praha (No. 14240), and in thc collection of the Department of Miner
;lOgy, National Museum, Praha (No. 53411).
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. The nodular, powdery to earthy substance has been known for long time,,~,.f:'
Jll medieval dumps of Kutna Hora and used by inhabitants, because of the ~:,

high arsenic content, for poisoning mice. This substance is quoted inr:
literature Imder variolls scientific and local names, e. g. "arsenite", "arsen-J'
destinezite", "arsenic", "the Kaiik powder", "the Kutna Hora earth"";
"the poisonous earth of Klltna Hora". The mineralogical composition wa~';}
not well known, however, up to the present. All data on the "Kutna Hora/~
earth" and papers dealing with It were compiled hy J. KRATOCHViL (1957-"
-1964).

The first chemical analysis of the examined material was done by A.f4
BUIWVSK\' (1915), who caned it "the poisonous earth of Kutna Hora"j':::.,
Some oth~T da~a on this su~)stanee were published by F. SLAVIK (1925rft
who consIders It to be an mhomogeneous mixture or a mineral of the:i
pitticite group. F. Slavik examined microscopically the type material o~,,:~

A. Bukovsky that was deposited in mineral collection of the secondaLY't!
school at !Cl~tml Hora. He noted that i: is composed of ~nin~te needle-like;ii
crystals sImilar to gypsum, and that It resembles destmezlte from sonie ::"
Bohemian localities. Later F. Slavik gave a specimen of the "Kutna Hod"';,~

earth'.' to. F. ULRICH; this author published a short preliminary report)j
on this mlllel'al, based Oil the chemical analysis by A. Bukovsky and on
his own optical examination. lJlrich stated that the oxide ratio is identical
with that in destinezite, with exception of the (P04)3- groups substituted':
by (As04P-. Since the optical investigation also confirmed the close simh~:

arity to destinezite, F. Ulrich gave to this mineral a preliminary na~:

"a.rzende.stillezit". Unfortunately he did not publish any detailed study ~n" ,.'
this speCIes. F. SLAViK (1932) reported on this Ulrich's article in MineraI04,1t

gical Abstracts; from this SOlIrce A, N. WINCHELL and H. WINCHELL (1951}i;i
quoted the name "arsenian destinezite". In later publications thc tenns,.;,
"arsendestinezite" and "arsenian destinezite" cannot be located, havirig';'
been probably forgotten (e. g., CH. PALACHE el al. 1954, H. STRUNZ 1966F

New finds made recently in some occasional exposures of medieval dump'~
at Kaiik3

) near Kutna Hora brought us to a new detailed study of this"
mineral. 'Ve succeeded in proving again its homogeneity and relativelY;'
stable chemical composition on these new specimens. The existence;o!,
~ new mineral species Was undoubtedly established and named bukovskYite.'J{
ill honour of Antonin Bukovsky (1865-1950), professor at the secondary,;;
school in Kutlla Hora. A. Bukovsky devoted most of his studies to th'e'f
~ineralogical aud chemical iuvestigation of minerals from Kutm't. Hora;,,:

') Kank is a village 2,5 km llorth of Kutull Horn located in the llistorie p:ut of t1~:,;':
I{utm\ Bora ore district. ' ", "

" \,
,'"
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OPTICAL PROPERTIES

SOUle optical properties of bukovskyite published by F. SLAVfK(l.9,~;:
and F. ULRICH (1930) were already mentioned above. Both these authors'
drew attention to the close optical similarity of bukovskyite and destinezHf1.

from some Bollemian localities (Litosice, -ovaly, NuCice and Zdice) aha','
to the morphological resemblance of bukovskyite lo gypsum cryst:il~,

Optical constants of bulwvskyite determined by F. Ulrich are qu~~l.i~;

in Table 1 and compared with the ncw data measured by DJ". E. Fediukov"
on the recently analyzed material. According to F. ULRICH (1930). bUko~;'

skyite forms tiny needles about 30 fL long and hardly 10 p. thick, simihiF'
to gypsum and optically symmetric with it. "

Optical investigation of bukovskyite was performed in oil immerslPtI
The character of it" tiny crystals can be well observed in Photo 3. T'h":
shape is slicky to needle-like. The average length of the crystals studi~

was 0,05 mm., 0,11 mm. in extreme cases, the width averaging about 0.062
mm. reached up to 0,015 mm. Besides isolated crystals, aggregates th'<1
suggest a radial arrangement can be also observed in immersion mauri',.,
Crystals of bukovskyite are colourless to yellowish, anisotropic. with!d
interference colours and inclined extinction 22° (Fig. 1 A). Some crystafs
display glide bending similar to that characteristic for gypsum. Theusu~
development of bukovskyite crystllls is demoIlstmted in Fig. 1 C. T·
habit of the usually single terminated crystals suggests the monoclini""
-prismatic symmetry.

In Table 1. the optical properties of bukovskyite are compared w(
the data published for minerals that are chemically or structurally rela:.
to this species: destinczite, diadochite, sarmientite and pitticite.

According to V. ANGHELLI and S. G. GORDON (1941), sarmientite:

-brown hues by some ferric iron compounds. In the inner parts of tIi >

bUkovskyite aggregates small vugs can be observed under binocular',
microscope whose walls are lined with radiating bunches of needleMlike,
crystals. These arc irregularly developed and often taper off to the fl"
ends. Their morphology could not be studied because of the minute si ':""
of single crystals. The air-dried bukovskyite matrix turns a hit lighter;k
elevated temperatures it acquires a rich yelJow to brown colour; mateiiilf
heated at 1000 DC is dark reddish-brown. In centralllortions of the nodul~'

the bukovskyite matrix is relatively homogeneous. but contains numerous
chips of dllmp material. particularly of the porous vein quartz, near th~
surface. Streak is pale yellowish-white to dirty yellow. BukovSkii:
decomposes only in the boiling HN03 but is readily soluble in Het. /:;"
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SPECTROGHAPHIC ANALYSES

ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDY

iWVSKo;' j'j'I':-A NEW MINEHAT.

i
1Specimens of bukovskyite collected in 1938 and 1958 were studied by
1d of qualitative spectrographic analysis. Destinezite from Chvaletice 'and

's is in accord with the results obtained by J. TOUSSAINT and J. MELON
:955). The latter authors indexed the X-ray diffraction patterns as tri
:ie, V. BOUSKA el ai. (HI60) also regard the triclinic symmetry as more
'obable for destinezite.
:Pitticite and diadochite are isotropic ,-- with exception of those that
:ntaill some admixed crystalline phase - and differ substautially in this
:~pect from bukovskyite and destinezite. Refractive indices of the form~r
'nerals deviate from those of their crystalline counterparts only negh-

hly. ..,
;The other minerals that might show some relatIOn to bukovskYite are
uite different: refractive indices of scorodite are well above 1,77, those
'coquimbite do not reach 1,58.

With regard to the extremely minute size of the bukovskylte crystals
"e optical investigation in petrographic microscope was completed by
ectron microscopic observation, The "Tesla" BS 242 apparatus was used

or the investigation of carbon replicas and transparent preparates. A
spension on collodion membrane was applied to the first technique,
rhon replicas were obtained by vaporizing .the specimen u~der 30°

ogle and dissolving it in HC!. The electron llllcrophotogl'aphs illustrate
he morphology of bukovskyite (Photos 5 and 6): its well-shaped sticky
rystals are not penetrable for electrons. Their respective ranges of length
od width are 3-15 f1. and 0,5-3 fl.. In carbon replicas tile length of
,rystals reaches 25 fL and the width 7 fL (Photos 7-10): The sh~rt a~d

qog coluJ!lnar crystals are doubly terminated by pyramidal or pf1smat~c

ces. Resides crystals and their fragments, a probably amorphous eonstI
, uent of blllwvsl'yite can be observed in photographs of the microcrystal
;ne matrix. It forms very fine particles with irregular outline, partially
), anslucent, usually accumulated into larger irregular aggregates or
dhering to larger bukovskyite crystals., Heterogenous admixtures were
'ot observed in the studied mounts. Electron microphotographs of carbon
,~plicas did not reveal any regular orientation of crystals on the fracture
llrface of microcrystalline aggregates.
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monoclinic and forms tiny prismatic crystals 2-25 !.t long. It isbf~~~
positive. It differs from bukovskyite by evidently higher refractive indio""

Crystals of destinezite from Chvaletice were studied for compaHSIt.
with bUk?vskYi~e. They are mostly short ~olumnar or thick tabllla~t(,,'
a rhomboid outlme. The largest face can be mdexed as (010) by cOmpllrI~«(
with crystals of gypsum, The rhomboid shape is often converted to pseJ'dJ!;
hexagonal by cutting oIT the acute corners by some additional fa~U.

"

Pig. 1. Cross-section of the bukovskyite crystals (A, ll) and
morphology (C)

'I

I
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Table 2. Q113JHlltive spectrogra]lhic analyses of bukovskyite and destinezite

Sampl,
MINERALS 116 AI A. Sa Ca C~ Cr Cu F. Li /fll /fn lIa P i Sa Sr Ti V Za

Praha-Vysocany was analyzed, 100, for compamtive purposes. Graphic
presentation of the results is demonstrated in Table 2.
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of ferric iron, Fe2(AsO,)2' FelOHMS04h . 16 H20 with tlle molecular
ratio Fe20 a : S03 : AS:20s : H 20 = 2 : 2 : 1 : 17. Three specimens ofhukovsk)'
ite were analyzed in the course of present investigation; two pieces of micro
crystalline aggregates broken off of the 1938 and 1958 specimens and
aggregates of crystals separated from vugs in the microcrystalline matrix.
All analyses of bulcovskyitc that have been made tin now Cfable 3) indicate
that the composition of this mineral is relatively constant; it may be also
concluded that the examined material is homogeneous in spite of the
fact that the analyzed specimens were collected at various dates. The
metacolloidal nature of this mineral causes probably the variations of the
water content. The insignificant insoluble residua of large samples reach
only 0,1 %; the XMray investigation proved that quartz is their predo
minating component.

Tallie 3. Chemical analyses of bukovskyite

1 - Bnkovskyite: Kaiik, specimen fonnd in 1938, microcrystalline aggregate
2 - Bukovskyitc: l{ank, specimeu found in 1958, microcrystalline aggregate
a - Destinezite: Chvaletice, grayish-white to grayish-yellow
4 - Destinezite: Ghvaletice, yellowish-brown
5 - Destinezite: Chvaletice, brownish-red
6 - Destinezite; Pralla-Vysocany, grayish-white

Analyst: O. Pankner; spectrograph Q 24

Besides the most important components As and Fe, higher admixture
of P and Si was found in bukovskYite. Phosphorus substitutes for arsenic
in the examined mineral in the form of (P0Jl- ions. Si stems from the
admixture of quartz that was identified in the insoluble residue by X-ray
methods. Among other trace elements the presence of Cr, Ti is interesting,
as well as the relatively higher admixture of Zn (O,OX %). Both the older
and more rcc~ntly collected specimens display similar contents of trace
elements.

Spectrographic analysis of destinezite yielded similar results; (Aso4)a
groups are in this ease substituted by (P04)8- ions but arsenic is also
present in very low quantities. AI, Ca, Mg, and Mn is present in larger
amounts in destinezite, two specimens contain also Ba and Sr. The majority
of these admixtures belongs evidently to heterogeneous impurities.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Quantitative chemical analysis and its recalculation were performed
already by A. BUKOVSKY (1915). According to this author, the studied
material is a combined hydrous arsenate and hydrous basic sulphate

:j

, , I , I •
A. B"ko'··

'l'..elm,·n found in

,k~' (1915) I I
.-

1935 1958 1\1:;1\

Fe.D. 30,84

I
31,40 30,71 32,42

AI,D. 1,43 - -
SO, 14,70 14,69 15,68 16,50
As,D, 20,81 22,10 21,62 22,10
P,O. 0,40 -, --... -
SiD, -, 0,90 - -
MgD - 0,11 - -
C,O - 0,17 - -
H,D ) 28,73 29,41 .11,61 28,12
InsoL 0,22 - - -

-r95,70%
---- ,.

E 100,21 % 09,62 % 99,:12 %

Analysts: 1 -- A. Bnkovsky, 2,3, and 4 - P. Povondra
1,2, ann 3 - microcrystalline aggregate
4 - aggregate of needle_like crystals

Because of the variable H 20 content, the crystallochemical formulae
were computed for the sum of cations under assumption that Ra+ = 2

. (Table 4). As shown by the analysis No.2, a small amount of Af3+ can
substitute for Fe·+. The crystallochemical computations indicate that
the ratio of the most important components is nearly constant in all

; analyzed specimens of bukovskyite and leads to the formula Fe:+(AsO..)
(S04) (OH) . 7 H 20. The number of crystal water molecules is derived
from the analysis No.4, made of the best crystallized material. In Table
5 the analyses of bukovskyite are compared with its theoretical compo

'sition containing 7 and 8 molecules of crystal water; it is evident that the



.) Tbe water expressetl as adsol'bc(l water in %
Crystallocllcmical formulae:

1 - Fel-r(SO" AsO,. PO.)" ..(OHj. 7 H,O (2,63 % H,O-);. - (~?::+, Al).(SO., AsO,).".(OH). 7 B,O (0,97 % H,O-)
3 - h, (SO., AsO.)•.oo(OH) . 7 H,O (2,89 % H,O-)
4 ---- Fc:«SO" ASO')I,Ol(OH). 7 H,O (0,6\1 % H,O-)
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MIneral G /l.uthor

Bnkovskyite 2,331 this paller
(microcrystalline
aggregat~
Bukovsk ite 2,34 A. BUKOYSI(Y (1915)
Sarmientite 2,58 V. ANGELELLI and

S. G. GonnON (1941)
Pitticite 2,2-2,5 CIl. 1-',l.L,l.CIlE,

H. RERM,l.N, and
C. FRONDE (1951)

Destinezite 2,0---2,4 ..
Scorodite 3,01 ..

Table 6. Density of bukovskyite and some related nlinerals

32,60 I 31,84 31,71130,83 32,70 31,90 35,20 36,43 ;14,85 35,37
1,48 --

16,35 15,18 14,79 15,74 16,64 15,98 17,64 18,21 13,91 18,69
23,46 21,49, 22,32 21,70 22,29 22,94 25,32 22,59 i 26,70 15,12

I 27,59 3~:M! 29,70 3~73 28,37 29,18 21,84122,771 24,54 30,82

Table 5. Chemical composition of bukovsk~\ite, snrmientite and pitticitc

OVSKYITE _ A NEW MINERAL

I
55). Microcrystalline scorodite from the medieval dumps at Kank was
,cently described by Z. TRDLIcKA and V. HOFFMAN (196fi).

',Density of bukovskyite was determined by aid of pycnometer in destined
ater at 22°C. The measured value G = 2,334 is nearly identical with
at already found by A. BUKOVSI;;:Y (1915) - 2,34. Densities of some

imilar minerals are quoted in Table 6. These data show that the density
,,, bukovskyite evidtmtly differs from that of sarmientitc and scorodite
·,ut ranges well among these of pitticitc and destinezite.

~ in %1100,001100,001100,00 1100,00 1100,00 1100,00 1100,00 1100,00 1100,00 1100,00

- Theoretical composition: Fe~+(AsO.)(SO.)(OH)• 7 H,O
- Bukovskyite: recalculated to 100 %; A. :BUKOYSKY (1915)
- BukoYskyite: specimen found in 1938; recalculated to 100 % (microcrystallinc

aggregate)
- Bukovskyite: specimen found in 1958; recalculated to 100 %; (microcrystalline

aggregate)
Ii - Bukovskyite: specimell found in 1958; recalculated to 100 % (aggregates of

needle-like crystals)
-Theoretical composition: Fel+(AsO')lSO.) (OH). 8 H,O
-Theoretical composition: Fel+(AsO.) SO,l(OH). 5 H.O
-Sarmientite: Santa Elena Mme, Alcapanosa, Argentina; recalculated to 100 %

after deduction of 0,27 % CaO; V. ANGELELLI and S. G. GORDON (1941)
9-Pittlclte: Schwarzenberg, Saxony (in Cil. P/l.LACHE et al. 1(51)
,<O'~Pittlclte: Manhattan, Nevada, USA (in CH. PALACHE et at. 1951),

I'HANTISm;: NovAK, PAVEL I'OVONDllA, .111'1.1 Vl'flL

Table 4. Calculation of cr)'stallochemical formulae of bu]wVskyite

, ,
Fe,O, O,19:i 0,197 0,192Al,a, 0,014
SO, 0,184 0,184 0,196As,D. 0,091 0,096 0,094P,O, 0,003
H,O 1,5D5 1,632 1,755

-----------
10m per nnil ,"ell
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a.n~lyse~. of the microc:y~talline aggregates approach closely the com~~~;
sitton 'Hth 8 H20. TIllS IS caused by the more pronounced metacolloidaF
~ature of these specimens. Calculating formulae the excess of water over:
I I~olecules was considered to be adsorbed. The X-ray investig~tio'tt
of ~Igh~~r l~ydrates ?f bot~ bukovskyitc and its phosphate analogue de~ti"
nezlte mdlCatc theIr lower degree of crystallinity, illustrated on X-ra
pho~ographs by low number of reflections and their diffuse character}
Besld~s ~~le ~bove calclllati~ns, in Table 5 the chemical compositioil':,~f.
buko\ skYlte IS compared wIth that of the related minerals sarmienti!li
and pitticite. Sarmientite differs from bukovskS'ite in containing only;~

molecules of crystal water. Some chemical analyses quoted by CH. PAt?'"
CHE, H. BERMAN and C. FRONDEL (1951) are closely similar to thoseAl
bukovskyite .and sarmientite. These pitticites (Table 5, Nos. 9 and: lOt
may be con.sldered .to be colloidal equivalents of bukovskyite and sarlni'
cubte. ThClr collOidal character enables frequent deviations of thO
composition fr?m constant stoechiometric ratios. Some pitticites, l\fd,
~.xample, contam only wery low percentages of SOB and are regardedl"
lmpurc hydrolyzed scorodites (A. G. BETEI{HTIN 1950, F. V. CHUI{HR;
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valence oscillation of
valence oscillation of

shown in this picture. The absorption band of valence vibrations of the (OH)
group is not included; it. lays well in the range of LiF-prism,was sought
for only in bukovsk)'ik and found as a weak band at 3300 em -1. Accor
ding to t.he analysis described above the following ahsorption bands can
be ascribed to bukovskyite:

Fig. 3. Infrared absorption curvcs
of b\lkovskyite and somc rclated
minerals: 1 - Bukovskyite:
Kalik (specimen found in 1938);
2 - Destinezite; Praha-Vyso
cany; 3 - Pitticite: OIov!. "'e
stcrn Bohemia; 4 - "Sarmientite"
(= coquimbite): Santa Elena,

Alcaparrosa, Argentina
(HMM 97719)

Technical conditions: Apparatus
IKS 14, NaCI and LiF prisms

".) Harvard Mineralogical Museum

851 cm-1

1099 cm-1

(997) cm-1

1408 cm-1

1648 cm-1 deformation oscillation of H 20

Following minerals were studied in the infrared for comparison~ sarrnien
tite from the type locality Santa Elena, Argentina (HMM4) 977HI), destine-

.~ zite frOm Praha-Vysocany, Bohemia, and pitticite from Olovi, 'Vestern
Bohemia (Fig. 3). The ana
lyzed specimen of "sarmien
tite" showl; an absorption

~ curve very similar to that of
coquimbite. The absorption
bands indicate a very low
(AS04)3- content in sharp
contrast with the chemical
compOSition of this species

~, quoted byV. ANGELELLI and
S. G. GORDON (1941). Amore
detailed discussion of this

'~:

specimen follows in the chap-
ter dealing with the X-ray
examination.

i,

INFRARED SPECTRA

Arsenafes

PhosphQfes

Defarmofian vibrotian$
af H20

Sulphafes

Fig. 2. Location of frequencies of (XO.l and H.O links
in the range 700-1800 cm-' in the infrared radiation

(arranged aCCOrding to C. J. Brester 1924)

Bukovskyitc and some other structurally and chemically related minerals
were studied by aid of infrared absorption analysis. The curves obtained
are demonstrated in Fig. 3. The samples were fmcly powdered and homo
genized with Nujol, with exception of the specimen No.1 that was mixed
with KBf, carefully prepared for infrared analysis. The study by C. J;
BRESTER (1924) can be used as a basis for treatment of our results. The
author determined in the range of NaCI-prism four characteristic vibrations
for the tetrahedral groups of the XOt type that can be applied also to
compounds that contain anions of this type in their structure:

1. symetrical valence vibrations Au inactive for infrared radiation,
2. triply degenerated valence vibrations Fz [1'(a)] - bands of highest

frequencies in the range below 1300 em-I, active for infrared radiation,
3. doubly degenerated deformation vibrations E, inactive for infrared

radiation,
4. triply degenerated deformation vibrations F2 [tl (a)} - active for

infrared radiation.
As shown above, the active vibrations sub 2) and 4) are the only signi

ficant for the identification by infrared analysis. It must be, however,
stressed again, that these conclusions were arrived at and are valid ouly
for free molecules of the described tetrahedral type but the application
to compounds containing them is also possible. It must be taken into
account that the examined minerals are complex compounds of various
anions and cations; the individual vibration frequencies may be shifted
and their intensities changed.

By aid of numel'OUS published data and his own experiments, H. MOENI{E

(1962) schematized the positions of absorption bands of some compounds
containing X04 type anions; we are particularly interested in absorption

bands of sulphates,
arsenates and phospha
tes that compose the
analyzed minerals. The
positions of these bands
are demonstrated in
Fig. 2 for the wave
lengths in the range of
NaCi-prism. i. e. bet
ween 700and 1800em-1•

The deformation vibra
tions of H 20 that occur
at 1640 cm -1 are also
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Fig. 6. Thermal data for bukov
skylte from Kafik, specimen fonnd
in 1958. DTG - first derivative
curve of the thermobahmce curve;
DTA - differential thermal curve;

TG - thermobalance curve
Thermal analyses were performed
in the fully autonlatic "Derivato·
graph" produced by ORION, Bn
dapest. \Veight of sample 750 mg,
inert substance 750 mg. Al,O"
DTA sensibility 1/5 - 500, DTG
1110 - 100, 110 V. Temperature
measured In the sample. The same
thermal data give the Sllecimen of

buko\'skylte found in 1938.

the d. t. u. Cl;l'Ve (Fig. 5). The ftrst, larger weight loss takes place in the
range 50----350 °C; it agrees well with the loss of crystal water and probably
also of the hydroxyl groups, since the total loss equals t.o all water deter
mined by chemical analysis. In eurves obtained at low sensibility of the
apparatus (Fig. 5) this loss is recorded as an fmdothermal doublet. The
first rcaction culminating at 130°C correlates probably with the loss of
crystal water. The second, shallower endotherm at 180 °C might be caused
by dehydroxylation of the specimen, following immediately after the first
reaction. The highly sensible arrangement of the apparaturcs leads to
a combined. unresolved hroad effect with a common peak at 180 QC.
A stepped dehydration was observed also on destinezite. (V. BOUSKA

et al. H160) and can he traced in the d. 1. a. eurves of this mineral demon
strated here, too (Fig. 5). Douhling of the first, strong endothermal effect
is characteristic also for eo-
quimbite and quenstedtite (F.
CESBRON 1964).

The second, smaller but
sharply limited weight loss
occurs at 630-760°C. It is
caused hy the escape of gaseolls
dissociation products of ferric
sulphate. In Table 7 the ther-
mogravimetric wight losses are
compared with the H 20 and
SOa contents determined cheM

mically. A similar step illu
strative for the decomposition
of ferric sulphate and of the

4. Thermogravimetric curve of
bukovskyite from Raiik

Fig. 5. DifYerential thermal curves
of bukovskyite from Kaiik (1,2) and
destinezite fro III Chvaletice (3) and

Praha-Vyso~any(4).
Bukovskyite from Rank, spe-

cimen found in 1938
Bukovsk)Hte from Kai\.k, spe-

cimen found in 1958
The curves were obtained on an
automatic apparatus under followIng
conditions: a Pt-PtiRh thermo
couple, heating rate 11 "C/l min.,
Inert standart the ignited AI.O..
weight of finely powdered sample

0.2 g

2

1

Fig.
!IO" '000

THERMAL INVESTIGATION

.o~ 7(l<l 800

r.~,.".." ·0

Thermal behaviour of bukovskyite in the range 20-1000 °C was studied
hy aid of classic thermogravimetric and differential thermal apparatus
(Figs. 4 and 5), as well as with "Derivatograph" (Figs. 6 and 7). A series

of thermal curves ohtained from
various specimens of this mineral
is nearly identicaL TV\"Q destine
zite specimens - from Chvale
tice and Praha-Vysocany 
were also analyzed (Fig. 5).

Two evident weight losses
recorded by the thermogravi
metric curve of bukovskyite
(Fig. 4) correspond to two
strong endothermal maxima of
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1.0''; "r w~l;:"t on the (:ho'''k,,1 allnl)'sl. (No. ~)th"""'ub"lam"" record..
I It 0(; % % I

0-340 :U,58

I
31,61 H,O

340-730 15,62 15,68 SO,
l: 47,20 47,29 l:

~_.

L
..

I Chemkal analpls (No•. 1 und 2)

0-380 29,33 29,41 I 30,10 H,O
380--800 14,74 14,69 I 14,70 SO,

l: 44,07 44,10 44,RO l:

The second reaction is more pronounced in destinezite; this may be
caused by its lower content of crystal water.

Thermal behaviour of scorodite differs from that of lmkovs]<yite. Its
d. t. a. curve displays a strong endotherm in the 200-300°C range and
a medium exothermal e.ffeet at 500-600 DC (V. P. IVANovA 1961, Z.
'fRDLICKA and V. HOFFMAN 1965). Thermal properties of sarmientite and
pitticite have not been studied up to the present.

X-RAY POWDER DATA

Table 7. Comparison of weight losses deriver! from
thermogravimetric curves wIth the R.O and SO, contents

found chemiClllly

The d. t. a. curves of diadochite from Hanska Bela, Slovakia, and from
Cilium, near Benesov, Central Bohemia (.T. .TARKOVSK-{' and B. CiCEL
1958, V. BOUSKA et ai. 1960) are similar to those of destinezite, with
exception of the second endothermal reaction that is rather ill-defined or
completely absent. In our opinion this is caused by the colloidal nature
of this mineral. "\Ve observed a considerable decrease of this second endo
therm also on destinezite with lower crystallinity and higher content of
colloidal phase. Our examination proved that diadochite from Chlum
is quite X-ray amorphous. Diadochite from Banska Bela shows some

:! diffuse reflections in X-ray records (J. .TARKOVSKY and B. Cir":J':L 1958)
that might be correlated with the strongest reflections of destinezite;
they indicate the presence of a small amount of crystalline phase.

"i With regard to the microcrystalline character of bukovskyitc the X-ray
investigation was performed only by aid of powder methods, \Ising the
cylindrical cameras with 57,3 and 114,59 mm. diameters and the Guinier-de
Wolff camera (Tables 8 and 9). The latter camera was used also for com-

Fig. 7. Diagrammatic X-ray
powder patterns uf bukov
skyite, sarmkntite and desti-

nezite:
1 ~ Bukovskyite: J{ank; 2
Sal"lnientite: SantaElenaMine,
Alcaparrosa, Argentina; 3 
Destinezite, grayish-white to
yellowish-gray: ChvaleticCl;
4· -- Desthlezite, reddish-brown
with yellowIsh-brown surface:
Chvaletice; 5 ~ Destinezite,

reddish-brown: Chvuletice.
Technical conditions: Speci
mens Nos. 1,3,4 and 5 were
photographed by aid of Cu
-radiation in the Gnlllier 
de WoHI camera, NO.2 with
Fe-radiation in the 114,50 mm.

diameter camera.

'"w

5

ro

3

2

,

o

SOa escape can be observed also on thcrmogravimcllic curves of destine
zite (V. BOUSKA el al. 1960).

Discussion of the d. t. a. curves of bukovskyitc is a little more compli
cated and needs further study. The endothermal effects were already
commented above. In the range 600-660°C sharp endothermal effects
occur at 615 and 645 °C (Fig. 5, No.1) and at 630 and 660 °C (Fig. 5, No.2).
These reactions might be ascribed to the crystallization of complex oxy
sulphates and arsenates of iron; the final reaction product is probably
Fe~OJ. FeAs04 is decomposed presumably at temperatures higher than
1000 DC. In the range 800-1000 °C small and diffuse exothermal reactions

can be observed with ma
xima centered at 840°C

'" " (crystallization of Fc~Oa?),

925, and 975°C.
The d. t. a. curves of

destinezite (Fig. 5, Nos. 3
and 4) agree closely with
those of bukovskYite. The
most important difference
is in the first endothermal
trough. This is shifted to
higher temperatures for
destinezite and evidently
doubled; peaks culminate
at 170 and 230-245 cC.

,
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,:}.
angles is shifted towards higher angles in destinezitc diagrams. J. Tous-
SAINT and J. MELON (195.5) index the first strong line of this species with
Ii = 8,R A as 010 and consider its unit cell to he triclinic:

deduce thc symmetry of bukovskyite from its X-ray powder data, since
this species belongs probably to the monoclinic or triclinic system. Certain
similarity may be observed between the X-ray tracings of bukovskyite
and destinezite. Graphic demonstration of tlle powder diagrams of bukov
skyitc, sarmientite and destinezite was used to enable an easier compa
rison of these minerals (Fig. 7). The doublet of lines with the lowest 2&

'" "

c" = 7,36 A
r = 12P14'

record of b11kovskyitc from

bo ~ 10,27 A
P ~ 108"1'

ao = 9,61 A
" = 81 0 45'

Graphic demonstration of the diffractometer
Kmik (Cll-radiation).

Fig. fl.

Assuming that bukovskyite is isostructural with destinezite and tri
dinic, its unit cell dimensions are evide.ntly larger as shown by the present
X-ray powder diffraction data. This expansion of the unit cell of bukov
skyite is connected with the higher percentage of crystal water and pro
bably also with the substitution (P01P- -- (As04P-.

Three X-ray powder diffraction photographs of dcstine7-ite from Praha
_ Vysocany and four diagrams of this species collected at Chvaletice
(Table 10) are nearly identical, differing only in absence or low intensity
of some lines. This phenomenon may be explained by the variable crystal
linity of the examined specimens. From this point of view, specimen No.7

"J
j

,
I

,
I~,

, ,
f--

I I I I, d(A) I
, d(..{) rl(A) , d(.I)

10 9,56 10 I 9,60 2 2,333
10 9,16 10 9,21 1 2,288 2 2,296
5 8,84 g 8,84 1 2,258 5 2,263
3 5,48 6 5,48 1 2,239 4 2,241
6 5,30 8 5,30 1 2,174 0,5 2,179
1 • 4,792 3 4,805 0,5 2,159
3 4,667 7 4,667 0,5 2,142
3 4,583 7 4,607 1 2,116 1 2,118
6 4,458 9 4,480 1 2,083 2 2,090
2 4,267 5 4,287 6 2,063

0,5 4,168 1 b 2,045 6 2,045
0,5 4,019 1 4,028 1 2,002 0,5 '2,009
7 3,897 9 3,914 1 1,982 3 1,984
6 3,660 6 3,679 1 1,\)63 0,5 1,967
7 :i,587 9 3,601 1 l,fl43 2 1,947
S 3,312 8 3,318 O,~ 1,928
3 iJ,264 7 3,270 [ 1,918
2 3,206 7 3,212 1 1,898
4 :~,066 7 3,066 1 1,883
1. 3,040 4 3,046 2 1,849 4 1,854

4 :i,020 1 1,797 1 1,806
1 2,981 5 2,991 1 1,773 2 1,778

0,5 2,933 0,5 1,767
2b 2,820 4 2,829 1 1,742 0,5 1,7433 2,740 7 2,749 1 1,726 4 1,7282 2,712 7 2,724 1 1,705 3 1,7102 2,653 7 2,661 1 1,685 O,S 1,688
0,5 2,608 1 2,616 3 1,660 6 1,6610,5 2,44fl 1 1,646
4 2,443 7 2,543 1 b 1,609

5 2,434 1 b 1,550
1 2,:·19:'1 4 2,402 1 1,529 0,5 1,5291 2,363 4 2,363 1b 1,511

2b 1,463 5 1,462

') Guinier - de \Volff camera, Cu-ral'liation
1- specimen found in 1938
2 - specimen found in 1958
b = broad line

parison of bukovsloHte with the chemically and structurally related
minerals, particularly with destinezite, diadochite, sarmientite and pitti
cite.

X-ray powder diagrams of bukovskyite indicate that this species is an
independent, homogeneous and crystalline mineral. This is shown by very
similar X-ray records of specimens that were collected at various dates
(Table 8). The XMray powder diagrams are characterized especially by the
very strong doublet at around 9,6 and 9,2 A. DiITractograph records of
bukovskyite (Fig. 9), show in addition, a doubling of the latter line with
a strong 9,31 A peak and a weak 9,03 A reflection. It is very difficult to

Table 8. X-ray powder dlfIraction data for bukoyskyite from Kai'ik')
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Ta.&le 9. Comparison of tile X-ray powder diffraction data for, lJukovskyite from
Kank and sarmientite frOlll Santa Elena, Alcaparrosa, Argentina

I Slll'rnientitc I "S",-mi""tlle"iln l<o".i<l'lle Iianl,. n('ar i,ntt\" IImll USNM 11l;;6H2 lr~l~l \l;,U)
--- -1--- --- F·",-r .J d(AI

,
;t(.{)-~)

,
"--I-i-d(A.l .- ---', I , I <1(.1)

I
1 11,1 0,5 11,0
1 10,0

10 9,9 ,0 9,6
1 9,:14

'0 0,1 10 9,1 10 9,2
7 8,43 0,5 8,56

0,5 7,7 0,5 7,68 0,5 7,68
0,5 6,5 2 6,59

5 6,06 2 6,19
0':' 5,66 5 5,87

3 5,40 5 5,52
5 5,22 4 5,29 1 5,29

3 5,15
0,5 4,98 10 4,98'/

6 4,817 4 4,737
3 4,57 4 4,565 , 4,602

0,5 4,621
5 4,43 1 4,440 2 4,440 5 4,42a
1 4,23 3 4,258 '0 4,210 1 4,258

I
0,5 4,127

4 4,0902 4,05

I 5 4,990 1 :'l,990
8 3,88 7 :-1,882 0,5 :-1,86\)

4 3,730
6 3,6B 3 :-1,671 1 3,6\J:l

0,5 3,636 7 3,602
8 :1,57 5 3,56ll :1 3,547

0,5 3,542 2 3,472
0,:, 3,31\ .5 :'1,401
1 3,31 2 3,322 " 3,304
0,.'> 3,27 0,.'> :'1,247 2 3,203 6 ::1,230

1 3,186 7 3,169
4 3,118 \J ::1,126

10 3,07 , 3,069 " :'1,037 5 :-l,06U
2 :-3,00 :I 2,H60 0,5 2,998 1 2,974

1 2,901 2 2,908
4 2,1l39 2 2,85:1

2 2,81 2 2,806 1 2,812
3 2,7:1 2 2,737 O,:J 2,760 1 2,772
I 2,67 4 2,6D7 0,5 2,67,)
1 2,62 0,5 2,fi55 4 2,649

0,5 2,5!11 8 2,575 4 2,581i
0,5 2,.'536

I 2,50 1 2,500 1 2,515 8 2,50:;
1 2,474

10 2,44 \l 2,442 2 2,420
2 2,38 0,5 2,386 4 2,3D6

Al 2,3:'st; At 2,:-136 2 2,336 4 2,340
1 2,300

0,5 2,2l\ 2 2,254 4b 2,266
2 2,214

0,5 2,18 0,5 2,174 1 2,170
0,5 2,11 2vb 2,1H) 0,5 2,126

BrJKOVSKYITE __ .\ NEW ~IINEIlAL
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Tahle 9. (Continlled)

Bukonk31le I;:a,ik, ,wnr KUln,; H"l'a SQrmtenllle "Sarnllentlt~'
USNM 105682 HMlIll77HI

-~--~----,--

4 " •-_.-"-- ---
tid) d(.I) d(.4) d(.-I.)

1 2,05 1 2,051 1 2,051 2 2,030Al 2,02 Al 2,024 2 2,024 2 2,0071 1,98 0,,) 1,980 0,5 1,998 3 1,983
2 1,9700,5 1,95 1 1,940· 0,5 1,949 1 1,9520,5 1,91 0,5 1,909 4 1,9340,5 1,89 0,5 1,885 0,5 1,8972 1,85 3 1,850 2 1,858 2 1,868

6 1,8460,5 1,81 0,5 1,810 1 1,816 4 1,801:i-, 1 1,7921'_ 0,5 1,77 0,5 1,769 0,5 1,761,',
1 1,74 1 b 1,750 0,5 1,748,':-. 0,5 1,72 1 1,729 1 1,722 1 1,7322 1,710 0,5 1,706 3 1,712

0,5 ],6873 1,67 0,5 1,666 2 1,664 4 1,6681 1,64 OJ; 1,632 0,5 1,654 4 1,642
1 1,610 2 1,622 4 1,617n,5 1,5!l 0,5 1,584 3. 1,582

:\ 1 1,56 0,5 1,560 1 1,554 1 1,5644 1,53 2 1,527 0,5 1,530 2 1,540,
0,5 1,51 0,5 1,5H> 0,5 ],525 0,5 1,518

1 1,500 1 1,50S
Ib 1,479 2 1,487,

3 1,47 2 1,465 1 b 1,459 Ivb 1,457--~, Al 1,432 Al 1,432 1 1,437 Ivb 1,4321 1,413 0,5 1,410
0,5 1,404

0,5 1,387 2 1,376
1 1,360 2 1,364

c 1 and 2 - FejJ\In-radiation, Al internal standard; No. 1-57,3 I1UIl. camera,':j NO.2 ·'-114,59 mm. camera.
:;; " 3 and 4 - Wilson teChnique, Fe/Mn-radiation, intensities according to a StrauIll-

,;1 allis-type photograph.
b = broad line, vb ~ vel)' broa(! line

'. is to be regarded as that with lowest degree of crystallinity; only the 3,93
; and 2,94 A lines retain a higher intensity. The same features can be obser
,;" ved also all X-ray records of bukovskyite. The earthy and powdery:forms
l of this mineral yield much poorer X-ray photographs; their higher water

content is caused most probably by the presence of some amount of
colloidal phase.

Sarmientite was the object of our particular interest since this species
is crystalline, chemically close to bukovskyite, and has not been studied
by X~rays. From Dr. Mary E. Mrose, U.S, Geological Survey, Washington,
we obtained hy the courtesy of Dr. F. Cech the type specimen of yellow



Table 10. X-ray powder diffraction data for desti.1lezite from Praha~Yysocany and CJwaletice

,
I

,
1

,
I

,
I

,
1

• ,
, rt(A) , I rt(A) , I d(A) , i d(,l) I ,

I rt(A) ,
I riLl) , I deAl

7 8,75 8 8,75 9 8,75 I 8 8,75 9 8,75 9 8,79 I 4 8,75
8 8,22 8 8,26 9 8,26 8 8,30 9 8,22 9 8,22 • 8,26
2 7,86 0,5 7,93 3 7,89 1 7,86 2 7,89 0,5 7,82 0,5 7,89
1 7,43
2 6,91 1 6,96 2 6,99 0,5 6,96 2 6,96 1 6,99
3 6,08 2 6,12 4 6,13 2 6,15 2 6,10 1 6,15
1 5,86• 5,47 3 5,48 5 5,50 3 5,54 4 5,50 1 5,52 0,5 5,52
2 5,35 1 5,40 4 5,42 2 5,40 2 5,37
2 5,02 1 5,04 3 5,02 1 5,04 3 5,04 0,5 5,04 , 0,5 5,02
1 4,870
3 4,704 2 4,741 3 4,729 4 4,729 2 4,716 0,5 4,754
1 4,607 0,5 4,619 1 4,631 I 0,5 4,619
8 4,360 8 4,371 9 4,371 , 8 4,371 . 9 4,360 8 4,360 4 4,371
1 4,101
7 4,064 9 4,073 9 4,083 8 4,083 9 4,064 8 4,073 4 4,083

10 3,914 10 3,922 10 3,922 10 3,922 10 3,914 9 3,922 8 3,031
1 3,720 0,5 3,735 0,5 3,735 0,5 3,751 1 3,735
2 3,638 2 3,645 • 3,652 2 3,660 3 3,638 1 3,638 1 3,645
1 3,559 0,5 3,566 1 3,573 1 3,573 3 3,573 0,5 3,573

• 3,470 4 3,377 5 3,483 5 3,483 6 3,470 3 3,483 2 3,483
. 1 3,424

1 3,324 0,5 3,330 0,5 3,324
1 3,252
4b 3,201 5 3,206 6 3,206 5 3,206 5 3,206 4 3,218 3 3,218
2 3,108 0,5 3,124 2 3,124 1 3,118 2 3,118 0,5 3,124
3 3,071 3 3,071 4b 3,082 2 3,076 4b 3,076 5b 3,076 0,5 3,076
1 3,046

10 2,928 8 2,938 10 2,943 10 2,938 10 2,938 0 2,938 9 2,943
2 2,896 1 2,914 3 2.910 1 2,910 2 2,910 Ib 2,910 0,,) 2,919
2 2,833 1 2,346 2 2;846 1 2,838 3 2,846 2b 2,825
2 2,769 1 2,773 0,5 2,782
2b 2,704 1 2,716 15 2,704 1b 2,720 3 2,720

I I
wtf, -i:t;."it'"¥li' ';;';;'1,",~','-""- --~-

2 2,587 1 2,594 I 2 I 2,601 -1---; I 2,597 I 3 2,597 °'51
1

2,597
1 2,558 I
2 2,513 1 , 2,523 0,5 2,516
1 2,453 0,5 I 2,463
2 2,412 1 I 2,415 2 2,412
2 2,354 I 0,5 2,360 I
2 2,305 0,5 2,310 2 2,313 2 2,316
2 2,271 0,5 2,277
3 2,249 1 2,258 1 2,255 0,5 2,258 2 . 2,258
1 2,225 1
1 2,187
1 2,162
1 2,118 0,5 2,120
1 2,092
3 2,074 1 2,072 2 2'074'1 1 I 2,072 1 2 I 2,072
2 2,039 0,5 2,041 1 2,039 0,5 2,032 1 2,039
3 2,000 1 1,996 2 1,998 1 b 1,998 2 1,998
1 1,959
1 1,916
1 1,901 I I' 0,5 1,907
2 1,861 1 1,861
2 1,826 1 1,823
1 1,796 I I I
2 1,748 ' 1 1,745
2 1,713
1 1,692
1 1,675

*) Guiner de-Wolff camera, eu-radiation
1,2, and 3~ Destinezite: Praha~Vysocany,grayish-white, microcrystalline
5,6, and 7 ~ Destinezite: Chvaletice (5 ~ grayish-white to yellowish-gray, 6 ~ reddish-brown with yellowish-brown surface,

7 - brick reddish-brown)
Specimens Nos. 2 and 4 arc those used in the stud)' of V. Bou~kfl e[ aI. (1960).
b = broad line
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Fig. 8. Diagrammatic X-ray
powder patterns of bukovsky
ite lind coquimbite. 6-7 
Buko sky-ite: Kai'ik; 8-9
Coquimbite (1) labelled as
"sarmientite" in the collecti
on of HMM: Santa Elena Mine,
Alcaparrosa, Argentina; 10-

Coquimbite: ASTM 1953
Technical conditions: Speci
men No.6 - Debye-Scherrer
method, Fe-radilltlon, Speci
mens Nos. 7 alld 8 - Debye
-Scherrer method, Fe-radia
tion, 114.59 m1l1. diameter
camera, Specimen No. g 
Gnlnler - de \Voln camera,

en-radiation.

from the collection of the U.S. National Museum, Washington (No.
105682) gave an entirely different results. This specimen corresponds
probably with the actual type sannientite (Table 9, No.3). Some strong
lines on this record - e. g., 9,2. 4,21 and 3,04 A - are present also on
X-ray photographs of bukovskyite, but the general character of these
patterns is definitely different. Refractive indices, density, X-ray powder
data, and some other properties indicate that the dilTerence in water
content of bukovskS'ite and sarmientitc is sufficient for distinguishing
them as independent mineral species.

Specimens of pitticite from Freiberg, Saxony, and PHhram, Bohemia,
were loaned for X-ray in
vestigation from the col
lection of the National
Museum, Praha. No di
stinct reflections could be
observed on the dark
backgronnd of their X-ray
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to orange-yellow sarmientitc from the collection of the Harvard Mineralo
gical Museum (HMM No. 97719), As demonstrated in Table 11 and Fig. B,
d-spacings of this specimen show a distinct relation to those of coquimbite
(ASTM 19535)). The infrared absorption curve and qualitatiw spectro
graphic analysis suggest also Ule identity with coquimbite. Fe was the
only substantial element found, Si is present in subordinate amount;
As and AI, Cd, Cu, Mg, Mn ocellI' in this specimen only in minor quantities.
These facts indicate that the specimen under study is not sarmientite
described by V. ANGELELLI and S. G. GORDON (1941) but probahly predomi
nantly coquimbite. Therefore Dr. Mary E. Mrose was asked for some other
specimens. Two X-ray powder photographs were sent to us, both taken
with the Fe/Mn radiation in the 114-,59 mm. diameter camera Cfable 9).
The diagram of sarmientite from the Harvard Mineralogical Museum
(HMM No. 97719) yields d-spacing that are very close to those obtained
in the course of our study; the phase prevailing in the examined material
is prohahly again coqllimhite. The second X~ray photograph of sarmientite

Table 11. Comparison of X-ray powder diffraction plltterns of "sartllkntite" from
Santa Ekna, Argentina') and coquimbite

') It must be stressed on tllis occasion that X-ray powder data for coquimbite
quoted in literatUl'e display considerable ditferences, e.g., d-spacings in tables ASHI
(1953) with those by K. OMORI and P. KERR (1964). Coquimblte from Copiapo,
Chile, studied in the X-ray labol'atory of the Institute of Mineral Raw Materials~'
Kutn:i Hora, gave alsO different results (Dr. Z, Trdmka, personal communication),
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photographs. The same is true for diadochite from Chlum, near Benesov,
Bohemia. Therefore pitticite and diadochite may be considered to be
X-ray amorphous, colloidal equivalents of bukovskyite, sarmientite and
clestinezite.

Sumarizing the results of the X-ray powder study we may state that
destinezite, bukovskyite and sarmientite are definitely crystalline and
can be distinguished by their different X-ray powder patterns. Pitticite
and diadochite are X-ray amorphous and represent probably the colloidal
analoga of the above minerals. The specimen deposited in thc collection
of the Harvard Mineralogical Museum and labelled "sarmientite" is most
probably coquimbite. The X-ray patterns of bukovskyite, sarmientite
and destinezite show some similarities. A doublet of strong lines between
8-10 A is characteristic for bukovskyite and destinezite. Destinezite and
sarmientite were regarded as monoclinIc till now; the results of recent
investigation indicate rather triclinic symmetry.

POSITION OF BUKOVSKYITE IN THE MINERALOGICAL SYSTEM

It is difficult to find a place for bukovskyite in the mineralogical system,
since no separate group was established for compounds of this type.
H. STRUNZ (1966) arranges similar minerals destinezite and pitticite
preliminarly to the strunzite-herallnite group. The main obstacle for
classification of bukovskyite and related minerals is the unfinished struc
tural investigation of these species.

The chemical and X-ray study of bukovskyite and destinezite indicates
that both minerals are crystalline and well-defined from the chemical
point of view. Bukovskyite is chemically analogous to destinezite, differing
mainly in the anionic position: (PO,j)S- groups are substituted by (AsO,)S
ions. It contains also a higher percentage of crystal water. The micro~

crystalline to metacolloidal character of both these minerals influences
only the varying amount of molecular water in these compounds. TIle
presence of (PO,)S- groups in bukovskyite and pittieite and, on the con
trary, the admixture of (AsO.)S- ions in the destinezite-diadochite series
snggests a possibility of isomorphous mixing between these two mineral
groups. This might be an analogous case of the diadochic (AsOJs- and
(PO,)S- substitution as for example the scorodite group. A phosphorus-rich
member of this series was described that contains 16,03 % P2 0& (phospho- '
scorodite of T. N. SHADLUN and Ju. S. NESTEROVA 1947). Since destinezite
and hukovskyite are the relatively best defined and examined members
of this mineral group, we propose to establish a new separate destinezite ......
hukovskyite group, as shown in the following schema:

Sarmientlle Destinczite
Fe.(AsO.)(SO.)(OH) . .'i H,O Fe,(PO.)(SO.)(OH) . 5 }-I,O")
monoclinic (1) monoclinic or triclinic (1)
microcrystalline microcrystalline, mc1acoJ!oida!

.- - - .
Bukovskyite ?
Fe,(AsO.)(SO.)(OH) . 7 H,O
monoclinic (1)
microcrystalline, metacolloidal

Pitticite Diadochite
Fe,(AsO.)(SO.)(OHj . n H,O Fe,(PO.)(SO.)(OH) . n H.O
X-ray amorphous X-rayamorphollS
colloidal colloidal

") F. SLAViK (1948) ascribes 6 molec\lles of crystal water to destiner.ite.
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BUKOVSKYIT, Fe,(AsO.) (SO,) (Oil). i H.O z J(A~KU U KUTNE I-IORY
- NaVY MINERAL

FRANTI5EK NovAK, PAVEL POVONDFlA, JIiii VTELENSKY

Bukovskyit Se vyskytuje ve sU'edovekych hald:\ch v Kal'iku u Kutne Hory
(foto 1). Vznika recentn/! jako produkt zvetravani arzenopyritu. Jeho vyskyt jli
om{'.zen pouze na severni cast kutnohorskeho rudnillo obvodu, kde jsou rudnl tHy
velmi bohate obecnymi kyzy, zejmeua pyrltem, arzenopyritem a pYl'hotinern. Tvofl
obyeej]]?; hlizovite, at 30 em velke svetle tlutozelene az sedozelene mikl'Okrystalicke
<igregaiy podobne destinezitu (foto 2). Agregaty bUkovskyitu jsou rnekke, 1I11 po~

vl"chu aZ praskovite 1I maj! llerovny, zelllity lorn. Vryp je tlutobilY. Slladno se rozL

klad:\ V Hel. Misty jsou" bukovskyitu uzavtellY rozloiene ulomky homin a ziloviny.
V dutinkach je mozllo pozorovat chomaeky jehllekovit~'ch l;:rystalkti s llaznaky
radililnepaprsciteho uspohi.dani. Hustota je 2,334, V prochazejlcim svHle In']

bukovskyit charakter bezbarvYch nebo nailoutlych jehlieck prflllll'me vdikosti
0,05 x 0,007 mill (Ioto 3). I{rystalky maji slouIICCkovity habitus II pravo:lepodobne
lllonoklinicko-prizmatickou soumerllost. Index lomu W = 1,582 a " = 1,631, ilhel
zhasenl = 22°. Morfologie a nspotadanl jemnych krystalkli bukovskyitu bylo studo
Valla v elektronoVem mikroskopu metodou prfisvitll i pomoc( uhlikovYch l'eplik.
Charakter bukovsk)Hh! v e1ektronovem llllkroslwpll demonstruji mikrofotografie
5-10. Z rozpoCtu ctyt· chemickyeh anal,}~z nerostu vyplyva nasledujjc( vzorec
Fe2(AsO,) (SO,) (DB) . 7 H~O. TOllluto vzorci odpovlda teOl'eticke slozeni: Fe20 3 =

= 32,60 %, AS20~ = 23,46 %, SOa = 16,;15 %, H20 = 27,59 %. Vj'cite koUsani
jevl obsall H 20, cot je zpdsobeno zeast! metakoIoidnl povahou nerostuo Na infra-red
kl'ivce byly pj'okaz.l.ny absorpcnf pasy ionlu (S04) a (AsO.), dale krystalovu voda
a skupiny OH (obr. 3). Na (iTA-kfivee jsou dva v)'razne ubytky na vazc (ObI'. 4, 6
a 7). Prvy v rozmezl 5il--350 °C pfedstavuje linik krystaJove vody tl pravdepodobne
tez OH-skupin. Druhy men?; intenzlvnl ubytek na vaze v rozmez! 630_·760°C
pfedstavuje dlsociacl shanu zelezit6ho a Ilnil.: S02' Na DTA-kl'ivkach (obI'. ~" 1\ a 7)
se tyto ubyU{y na vli.ze projevuji silnymi clldoternmiJ\1i poklesy. Dale sc na nich
objevuji cxoternmi efekty v rozmezi 600--660 °c, ktere pfedstavuji IJravdt"podol.lll~

krysfalizaci komplexnlch oxysiranl1 a arzenienami zeleza. Rentgellograflckym
vyzkumem bylo potvrzello, ze bukovskyit ma krystalickou povahu a jeho pH\ilkove
l'entgenove snimky (tab. 8) cllarakterizujf tyto Ilejintenzlvnejs! iinic (v ..1_); .....9,6
(to), ",9,2 (10), 5,30 (6-8), 4,47 (6-9), 3,90 (7--9), 3,59 (7-9). Bukovskyit je

:J moino poyazovat za arzenienllllOV)' analog destinezitll a oba tyto pmvrlepOdobnf.
izostruktul'ni nerosty lze vyclenit jako samostatnou mineraInf skupinu, kalll patti
tez cllelllicky bukovskyitu velmi bllzky sarmlentit. Sarmientit se \'Sak od buko
skyitn odlisuje mensim podllem krystalove vody a struktnrne. Pitticit je lnozllo
povaiovat za rentgenamorfni lwloidnl ekvivalent bukov~kyitll u surmientitu, po
dobne jako tomu je v pfipade destinczitu a jeho lImorfnlho ekvivalentll fiiHfiocllitu.

i:
c

; Nll,zev bUkovskyit byl novelllll nerostn dllll Ila pocest prof. A. Bukovsh:ellO, ktery
studovany minerai chemicky analyzoval jiz v roce 1914. BUko,'skym byl StudOVflll)'

,.;:" minerai pops1\n port nazvem ,Jedova hlinlm kutnohOl·ska".
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